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JCPenney:

What went wrong, and
how to make it right

By R. Jane Singer

Retailers are continually admonished for relying on discounts and sales
rather than creativity and brand building
to move merchandise. However when Ron
Johnson took the helm at American department store chain JCPenney and set out to
do exactly that, the results have been far
from meeting the margin enhancing expectations. Replacing traditional discount
coupons with their new “fair and square”
pricing policy ended up driving consumers
away. Sales for fiscal year ending January
31, 2013 were US$12.99 billion, down
24.74 percent from $17.26 billion in 2012.
The losses for the year were $985 million,
on top of a $152 million loss in 2012.
So what went wrong, and what can Mr.
Johnson and JCPenney do to make it right?
Inside Fashion invited retail strategist Inez
Blackburn and marketing and brand experts Marty Neumeier and Al Ries to weigh
in on the matter.

“Interestingly, in 2005 Wal-Mart tried
to do the same thing that Ron Johnson
did with JCPenney, and tried to move up
market. They tried to get into high fashion,

When change is not good
“The most difficult thing you can ever
do in marketing is to change the essence of a
brand. History is filled with examples of rebranding efforts gone wrong. Xerox was a
copier, and then they tried to sell Xerox computers, and that was a disaster. Polaroid was
an instant film, however when Polaroid cameras lost their popularity they tried to sell Polaroid regular film, and it failed. Kodak was
a big successful name in photography, but
the market changed to digital, so Kodak said,
hey, we can do digital just as well as anybody
else. Kodak went bankrupt,” said Al Ries,
one of today’s thought leaders in branding
and marketing, and director at Ries & Ries.
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opened a store in New York and ran eight
pages of advertising in Vogue magazine.
They were trying to broaden Wal-Mart into
more fashionable items. But did that work?

No, it did not. The same thing has happened to Ron Johnson and JCPenney. By
changing the look and feel inside the stores,
they alienated their customers.
“You always have to start with what
your existing position is in the mind of the
consumer and then try to enhance that position, rather than change it, said Mr. Ries,
who along with former partner Jack Trout
authored the game changing book Positioning: The Battle for Your Mind.
“Secondly, you must understand where
the competition is positioned. You have to
position yourselves against the competition. You’ve got to look at how you can differentiate yourselves from the competition
without trying to change your position.
“Companies believe that they need to
change, however it is extremely difficult
to do that. In essence never try to change
something, you can enhance something,
you can deepen something, you can make
it stronger but don’t try to change it.”
Founded in 1902, JCPenney has been
in business for over 100 years, something
few retailers can boast of. The obvious
strategy would be to capitalize on their heritage and solid position in the ‘value’ sector,
rather than trying to join the over crowded
fashion market.
“In trying to change their identity and
move away from all the sales, they ended
up driving away their customers who were
used to those sales and discounts. They
got rid of the part of their retail model that
consumers liked,” said renowned brand
and marketing expert Marty Neumeier,
who heads Liquid Agency in Silicon Valley,
California.
They also got rid of the fashion basics
that consumers relied upon from JCPenney, as well as doing away with their popular St. John’s Bay house label.
“JCPenney is a retail legacy. By changing their name to ‘JCP’ they took away an
important asset – their point of identity.
Penney’s was known for good quality and
good prices. However instead of building
on this, they went in the opposite direction and tried to compete in the fashion
arena. They would have been better offer
being less fashionable and securing a posi-

tion as the place for good quality basics,”
he added.
“One problem is that Ron Johnson
thought he could build a retail chain in his
own image and change what JCPenney is.
Before Ron Johnson took over JCPenney
was a downscale, inexpensive clothing store
for younger people. But what did Ron
Johnson do? He put in boutiques – does
that make sense for a downscale brand?”
“It’s not that Ron Johnson’s ideas were
bad, I think many of his ideas were very
good, but not appropriate because they required that they change consumers’ minds
about what JCPenney is – and that never
works,” said Mr. Ries.
“Although the stores look nice I don’t
think shoppers understood what JCPenney’s
value proposition was. Management took a

You have to start
“
with what your existing
position is in the mind
of the consumer and
then try to enhance
that position, rather
than change it.

”

— Al Ries, partner, Ries & Ries
little bit of what Nordstrom was doing, a
little bit of what Target was doing, and a
little bit of what Macy’s was doing. But they
should have asked: What do we stand for?
What is the first thing that comes to mind
when people think of JC Penney and are we
delivering against those expectations?
“I think what happened is that JCPenney tried to leap from their existing model
to a new model without taking baby steps in
between. They should have gotten the shopper engaged in the store and have them start
to experience the new model without the
abrupt shift away from the high/low pricing
and the promotions,” said Inez Blackburn, a
leading retail brand solutions strategist and
author of Pride Passion and Profit – 7 Steps to
Category Development.
“You can’t keep shifting the position
that you want to occupy in the mind of the

shopper and expect them to understand it,”
she added.

It’s all about the competition
“JCPenney must differentiate their position from that of other retailers. They
should have ‘zagged’ – done something
different from what their competitors were
doing,” said Mr. Neumeier, referring to the
strategy of doing the opposite of what everyone else is doing, which is the premise of
his book Zag. Instead they chose to fish in
a very crowed pond – fashion retail.
“You have to start with who the competition is, not who JCPenney is,” said Mr.
Ries. For JCPenney the competition is
Kohl’s, Macy’s, Target and other mass market retailers.
“Their competitors are focused on sales.
If you look at the newspapers Macy’s runs
a sale every week. So if I were JCPenney I
would opt to be the ‘everyday sale’ store.
I would make every tag show the retail
price with a big slash mark and the everyday sale price. Position the store as a store
where consumers don’t have to wait for an
announcement that there’s a sale, they can
just assume that everything’s going to be on
sale every day.
“When everybody’s having a sale the
only way to compete is to have a better sale
than everybody else. The way to have a better sale than everybody else is to have one
that changes once a week or once a month.
In the long run consumers would rather
not have to read the newspapers and magazines every day to figure out what’s on sale
and what’s not on sale. They would rather
have everyday sale prices. Penney could
give them a choice: come to Penney and
you can be sure that every day we’re going
to have a sale, or go to another store where
you don’t know if there’s a sale or not,” said
Mr. Ries.
“Marshalls takes the position that everyday their products are between 40-60%
off. They have the Marshall tag, so you can
see, that this garment is normally $175 but
I’m going to pay $49. Because the retailer
shows the price difference in the consumer’s
mind the garment is good value. If they just
continued on next page
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saw the price of $49 they don’t
have another point of reference
by which to determine if $49
is in fact a good deal. That’s
what JCPenny is doing, they’re
telling the consumer that this
is a good price but where’s
the proof, how do they know
that?” said Ms. Blackburn.

Dollars and Cents
“Another challenge is that
JC Penny must have a unique
assortment of products that
nobody else has. Then they
can charge a higher price
because the destination has
a preferred value. However
if you have an assortment
of products that the shopper believes that they can get
at other locations at a better
price, then you have a challenge if you
don’t add anything on to that value proposition. I think that in many cases the prices
at JCPenney might have been lower or the
same as what the other retailers were promoting in their sales, but a promotion and
a flyer creates a sense of an event that drives
people into your store. As much as retailers
don’t want to depend on them, sales promotions do create a stimulus for a shopper
to go into the store and buy something,”
said Ms. Blackburn.
“It’s not enough to simply have lower
prices. There’s an important psychological
aspect to how prices are presented to consumers,” said Mr. Ries. Surprisingly, a 5
cent or even 1 cent difference can make or
break an item’s success on the selling floor.
“In their recent newspaper ads, Penney
lists prices as $16, $18, $20 and so forth.
That’s not the way a mass market retailer
prices apparel.” He points out that tickets should be marked $15.95, $17.95 or
$19.95. Rounding up to the nearest dollar represents a small amount in real terms,
but the perceived difference is huge.

Communication Gap
“People behave based on expectations
of reward. When you go to an everyday
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“

They’re telling
the consumer that
this is a good price,
but where’s the proof,
how does the consumer
know that?”

”

— Inez Blackburn, retail solution
strategist and author
low price, if you look at post-purchase behavior, how did the customer feel? They
could have got a really good price but they
didn’t know it because they have no point
of reference to what the regular price was.
When there’s a promotion, the consumer
clearly can see that they got a good deal,”
said Ms. Blackburn.
“Everyday low price works for commodities like milk, eggs, bread, toilet paper
etc. But when you have an everyday low
price for fashion what does that mean? It’s
more difficult to make a direct comparison
between products. In the fashion apparel
market there are many consumers that feel
‘I can’t afford it unless I know it’s on sale’.
“Even though they dropped prices significantly by 40% and called the new pric-
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ing policy ‘fair and square prices,’ what did
those neat words mean to the shopper. If I
were president of JCPenney I would have
said everyday everything is on sale for 40%
off. I would have positioned it that way instead of fair and square. So that people get
it, that it’s always on sale so then they don’t
need to wait for a flyer. It’s about how the
message gets internalized by that intended
shopper. So they could very well have the
best prices but if that is not communicated
that’s a challenge,” she said.
“I think Penney could run the everyday
sale pricing idea and then run newspaper
advertising that shows their everyday sale
price compared with other retailers’ sale
price and show that they’re at least comparable so that people feel if you go to JCPenney you can get the lowest price. You don’t
have to be totally the cheapest, however
consumers have to feel that it’s a good deal
and at the low end the only way you can
prove that is to have a regular price that’s
crossed out and then the everyday sale
price,” Mr. Ries said.
“Then you’ve got to use your communications, your advertising, to show people
that you do have low prices all the time.
Wal-Mart has been very effective in doing
this. People go to Wal-Mart on the basis that

Wal-Mart’s probably going to have a lower
price on any given day than their competition. They don’t have to spend a lot of time,
money and effort in marking merchandise
up and marking merchandise down like the
regular retail chains have to do.
“The ‘everyday low prices’ model in
the department store situation has to be
translated into something like ‘everyday
sale prices’. We’re going to have a sale every day and I think that’s the only strategy
that could work for a downscale brand

They got rid
“
of the part of their
retail model that their
customers liked.

”

— Marty Neumeier, Liquid Agency
like JCPenney,” said Mr. Ries. When
consumers want designer brands and a
boutique atmosphere they are likely to
go to other department stores that are
already positioned in this segment of the
market, not to JCPenney.

The Key to Getting
Branding Right
“To run any business you need to think
about the branding and marketing principles more than the real nuts and bolts of
the business itself. If you get the branding
right then you’re going to be successful,
however most executives think that they
need to get the business right. They tend
to be focused on serving customers in-

stead of building brands,” said Mr. Ries.
“JCPenney should have tested some
of their new concepts, such as their new
pricing strategy before rolling it out across
all their stores,” said Mr. Neumeier, noting that they would have learned early on
that consumers were not ready to give up
discounts and promotional pricing.
“In a sense every CEO is limited in
what they can or cannot do based on the
essence of the brand itself.
“Yet even in the branding area they
tend to think more in terms of getting the
social media right instead of the branding.
I can see a lot of people saying ‘JC Penney didn’t spend enough money in social
media, that’s why they failed,” instead of
realizing that the brand itself wasn’t created right,” said Mr. Ries.
“They need to re-introduce the JCPenney brand. Private label basics should be
their core merchandise. They don’t necessarily need to be the cheapest,” said Mr.
Neumeier, adding that a store doesn’t always have to be hip and cool.
It looks like JCPenney has learned
from their mistakes. The retailer has started to bring back some of the coupons and
CFO Ken Hannah announced that they
would be bringing back their beloved St.
John’s Bay label.
Perhaps the lesson for the retail industry as a whole is that evolution, rather than
revolution, is the way forward when trying
to inject new energy into your store. Tweak
it a little, test it to see how your customers
react, then when you have the green light
from your customers, roll it out.

1

Understand what your brand
stands for in the minds of the

consumer – build on it, enhance
it, strengthen it.

2

Don’t try to change your
brand’s image. If it’s not

working, don’t try and fix it.
Instead create a new brand.

3

Find out what your customer
likes about your store or

brand and expand upon that.
Sometimes the things that
management no likes are still well
loved by their customers.

4

Test first. No new concept
should be rolled out company

wide without extensive testing in
segments of the market first. Try
it out in a few stores first and see
how consumers react.

5

It can be hip to be square.
Everyone wants to be selling

trendy fashion, however that’s a
very crowded arena. Consumers
also want a place where they can
purchase good quality basics

The Consumer Has Voted
	Sales ‘12	Sales ‘11

6

Lessons from
JCPenney

(and there’s a lot less competition

% Chg	Net Income ‘12	Net Income ‘11

% Chg.

JCPenney 12.99

17.26

(24.74)

(985.00)

(158.00)

523.42

Kohl’s

19.28

18.80

2.55

0.99

1.17

(15.38)

Macy’s

27.69

26.41

4.85

1.34

1.26

6.35

Target

71.96

68.47

5.10

2.99

2.93

2.05

TJX Cos.

25.88

23.19

11.60

1.91

1.49

28.19

Source: Bloomberg, MarketWatch 		

there).

6

Communication counts. Do
customers understand the

value of what you are offering
them? Really? Maybe they’re not
responding because don’t get
your message.

No more basics and no coupons have added up to no sales. Clearly JCPenney’s customers
are not looking for trendy brands in a chic retail environment.
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